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Abstract

Many animals, including insects, successfully engage in
visual homing. We describe a system that allows a mobile
robot to home. Specifically, we propose a simple extension
to our original homing scheme which significantly improves
its performance by incorporating a richer view of the envi-
ronment. The addition of landmark apparent-size cues as-
sists homing by providing a more robust homing vector as
well as providing a simple and effective method of reinforc-
ing landmark avoidance.

The homing algorithm allows a mobile robot to incre-
mentally home by moving in such a way as to gradually
reduce the discrepancy between the current view and the
view obtained from the home position. Both simulation and
mobile robot experiments are used to demonstrate the fea-
sibility of this approach.

By matching the bearings of features extracted from
panoramic views and using a vector summation technique
to compute a homing vector, we are able to provide a sim-
ple, parsimonious, and robust robotic homing algorithm.

1. Introduction

Getting robots to navigate autonomously has proven to
be a difficult task. It is intriguing, then, that small living or-
ganisms, such as insects, have evolved effective solutions to
this problem despite having relatively simple nervous sys-
tems and restricted processing capacity. Insects may well
be described as the ultimate miniature machines.

Insects, particularly hymenopterans such as bees and cer-
tain species of ants, rely heavily on visual cues for hom-
ing [4]. Similar principles could conceivably be applied to
the design of navigational strategies for a planetary rover
that may be deployed to explore unknown territory over the
course of an entire day, and to return to its ‘home base’ at
nightfall to recharge batteries or transfer data.

In this paper, rather than follow traditional anthropomor-
phic or engineering-based approaches, we explore a naviga-
tional strategy that is inspired by insect ethology. The un-
derlying rationale is the expectation that the parsimonious
solutions offered by insects can be usefully incorporated
into algorithms for robot navigation. We thus present a sim-
ple, robust strategy for robotic homing, inspired by the vi-
sual homing behaviour of bees and ants.

2. Background

A large number of experiments (see [4] for a review)
have shown that many insects are able to ‘home in’ on a spe-
cific location, such as a nest, by using visual cues provided
by landmarks in the vicinity. This ability is developed most
highly in central place foragers, like bees [2, 1] and ants [9].
The insect behaves as though it is striving to ‘home in’ by
moving in such a way as to maximise the match between
the current retinal image and a ‘snapshot’ of the panorama
as seen from the goal, acquired on an earlier visit [2, 3]. In
this way the insect is continually and locally guided by the
desire to reduce this discrepancy between current and home
snapshots until it becomes zero.

There are two main approaches to vision-based hom-
ing using the panoramic information as seen from home.
Image-based homing (e.g. [5]) attempts to derive a homing-
vector directly from discrepancies observed in the raw im-
ages captured from the differing views of home and cur-
rent location. Whereas, landmark-based homing attempts
to derive a homing-vector by firstly detecting salient fea-
tures, such as landmarks, in the views and then deriving a
solution from the discrepancies herein (e.g. [6]).

Our landmark-based approach to visual homing (i) is
very simple, intuitive and computationally cheap, (ii) re-
quires only a parsimonious representation of the environ-
ment, (iii) provides a large catchment area, (iv) requires
only simple, approximate landmark correspondence, (v) has
an inherent tendency to avoid collisions with landmarks.



3. Robot Setup

The mobile robot used in our real-world experiments
(fig. 1) is a custom built robot, designed for our visual-
based insect behaviour experiments. However, it was not
designed with visual homing in mind [7]. A full
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view,

a panoramic sensor, is what is ideally required for vision-
based homing [5, 6]. To achieve a panoramic view for our
system we have had to employ a behaviour-based (i.e. spin-
ning) solution. Despite the practical restrictions however
the resulting behaviour has been quite successful.

Figure 1. Robot and Test Environment

4. Homing Algorithm

Landmarks in the panoramic image are simply identified
as contiguous regions of significantly light or dark lumi-
nance. The bearings of these landmarks (i.e. centre of grav-
ity) and their angular size are then noted. A snapshot is thus
only represented by a list of bearings ( �	� ) and angular sizes
( 
�� ) and is given as:������ ������
������ � ������
������� � � !� � ��"#��
�"$�&% where ���(') ���+*�� .
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The first task is to match up corresponding landmarks
(bearings) from each snapshot as best as possible. Each
landmark in one snapshot is paired with exactly one land-
mark from the other snapshot. (This is straight forward due
to the fact that we consider all landmarks to be homoge-
neous.) To achieve an optimum pairing of landmarks, and
hopefully a correct one, we search for the matching that
gives the least mean square error of the pairing error. Essen-
tially, we strive to minimise G "�+H���I � � 'J7K � I � where � � and K �
represent the bearings of paired landmarks. Although this
is not guaranteed to provide a 100% correct correspondence
between landmarks, it is sufficient. An approximation is all
that is required for successful homing.

To avoid the possibly excessive computational require-
ments of exhaustively searching for the optimum pairing
(O( L�M )) we employ several alternative techniques which
provide a close approximation at much reduced expense.
Using a correlation approach, for example, the complexity
can be reduced to O(max( L � �NL2OQP "SR )), where n and m are
the numbers of landmarks in each snapshot. Or when this
is too expensive a stable marriage implementation can be

used (O( L#T � )). Experiments have shown that the homing
algorithm is very tolerant of less than optimal and blatantly
wrong matchings. This is due to the fact that, in general,
the further away from home, the greater the discrepancy
between snapshots and the greater the chances of incorrect
pairing, the less need for correct matching.
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We have chosen a very intuitive method of computing

the homing direction given only a list of paired landmarks
(bearings and apparent sizes).

First consider the case of using only bearing informa-
tion. Essentially what is required is to move the robot in
a direction which brings the bearings of landmarks seen at
the current position closer to the bearings of the landmarks
seen from home. Given only bearing information, the obvi-
ous answer is to move perpendicularly to the current bearing
of a landmark, in the appropriate direction to bring it closer
to the correct bearing as seen from home. For each pair-
ing of bearings, there is a correctional vector. By summing
over all the correctional vectors ( i$� ) we arrive at our hom-
ing direction jlk (fig. 2(a)). However, we also weight these
correctional vectors by the error (difference in bearing) be-
tween the bearing pairs. In this way the homing algorithm
will strive to correct the worst pairings faster than the best.
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Figure 2. Computing the Homing Direction

Although bearing information alone is usually enough
for homing, we also include apparent size information
to improve the homing behaviour. This simply involves
adding further correctional vectors correcting for the appar-
ent size of landmarks. This is implemented in exactly the
same way as before except the correctional vectors will be
directed towards or away from the landmarks in order to im-
prove their angular size (fig. 2(b)). Again, the correctional
vectors are weighted, but in this case by the differences in
angular size between landmark pairs.

Our final and improved homing vector is thus computed
by adding the homing vector computed for apparent size
cues to our original homing vector for bearing cues.



5. Results

Figure 3 shows the simulated homing behaviour for four
test arenas. In each case the robot is homing in on the centre
of the arena. Figure 3(a) shows how the homing behaviour
performs in a simple arena. It is worth noting that this arena
would cause problems if one were only using bearing in-
formation. In these situations, where the landmarks and
the target location lie along a line, ambiguity would arise if
apparent-size cues were not utilised. Figures 3(b,c) not only
show the landmark avoidance behaviour but also show the
effect visual occlusion can have on the otherwise smooth
homing path. Finally, figure 3(d) shows how the homing
performs in a more cluttered environment. Apparent size
cues greatly assist in avoiding looming landmarks. Despite
occlusion problems, the robot was able to home success-
fully in each case.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Homing Behaviour (simulation)

Figure 4 shows an example of the robot homing be-
haviour observed in our real-world experiments. The dis-
crete nature of the homing path is a consequence of the way
the robot must capture its panoramic images. The mobile
robot homes successfully by incrementally improving its
position, in discrete steps, until a close match between the
current snapshot and memorised home snapshot is attained.

6. Conclusions

We have presented a simple extension to our original
homing algorithm (see [8]) which significantly improves its
performance. The addition of landmark apparent size cues
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Figure 4. Homing Behaviour (real-world)

assists homing by providing a more robust homing vector.
This is particularly evident in certain landmark configura-
tions. Apparent size cues, however, also provide a simple
and effective method of reinforcing landmark avoidance.

The main advantage of landmark-based homing over
image-based homing is the extent of the potential catch-
ment area. With landmark-based homing there is essentially
no position in which the discrepancy between current and
home views is so bad as to render homing unworkable. This
is however, not the case with image-based homing.

If simple, not necessarily heterogeneous, landmarks can
be detected within the environment and an external frame
of reference is available, then landmark-based homing can
provide a very robust method of real-time navigation.
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